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Introduction

 Introduction

Welcome to the KUARIO Manager!

KUARIO Manager manages the Sites, Products, Templates, Outlets, Users, Order Terminals and Payment Terminals. You can
manage the Site (and everything belonging to that Site) if you are the manager of that Site and all the Sites below.

You can access the KUARIO Manager online at the KUARIO Manager page (https://manager.kuario.com/), provided you have
a manager account.

Enjoy our product!,

The KUARIO-team

https://manager.kuario.com/
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User Interface

 User Interface
The User Interface is an intuitive interface suitable for desktop and mobile use. It has a number of components. These will be
treated here.

Component Description

Menu bar The menu bar is at the top-middle. Here all the KUARIO Back Office functions can be found. Click anywhere on the menu item to go to that module.

Current Site The current Site. All Site-related actions will refer to this Site.

User Settings The settings of the user account that is logged in. The Profile Menu is located here. You can also log out here.

Generic List Each module has approximately the same list of items, sometimes with more detail like prices.
The button in the upper-left corner is the 'Quick Action Button'. Usually this will be the 'Add' button.

Dashboard buttons The dashboard button are direct short-cuts to our most-used functions. Click them to go directly to the module they depict.

Info-grams The dashboard has info-grams, a concise block of information that can instantly be understood.

Site List The site list is a list of all the sites that are available to you.

Logo In the upper-left corner you will find the KUARIO logo.

User interface Overview
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User Interface
Menu bar
On the top of the site you will find the menu bar that will lead you to the on of the modules on the site:

Dashboard
The dashboard shows a few 'Dashboard buttons' that will navigate you to other parts on the site.
Below that you can see some info-grams that could give you a summary of a report or other collected data of your site.
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User Interface

Products
In the Products module you can see the list of all the products and also may add a Product. Products are either physical items
or services sold at the Outlets. A product can have a fixed price or an open price. It can also have a certain VAT attached to it.
For bar code scanners a 'Product identifier' should be added, this should be the code that the bar code should resolve to. The
price of an item is the recommended price, the actual price is determined by the price line.
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User Interface

Outlets
In the Outlets module you can see the Outlets. An Outlets is an abstract single spot from where you can sell or just distribute
products or services. Outlets can have two types of Terminals, an Order Terminal or an Payment Terminal. Each Outlet can
only hold at maximum one type of terminal (for example: an order terminal and a payment terminal |  an order terminal | no
terminals). So a Site with two MFP's, three vending machine's and a Pay Point holds (at least) 6 Outlets, no matter how
physically close these are to each other.

An end-user would use an Outlet to buy a product, load credit to his or her account, pay a previously placed order or just
register the consummation of a product or service.
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User Interface

Templates
Templates determine which products are sold. Templates have different Template Types, the default type is 'Basic', other
types are 'Cash Register', 'MFP', 'Vending Machine', 'Pay Point'. Each template other than 'Basic', has input features specific to
its type. A 'Cash Register' template for example has 'Tabsheets"; a tab sheet is a sheet with product buttons as they would be
displayed on the cash register as one of the product pages.

Using Templates you can restrict the number of sold items.
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User Interface

Prices
In 'Prices' you can add a new price line. All products have already a default or recommended price, the price they got when
they where created. A product can also be created on a higher site level that you may have no access to. In cases where you
deliver the same product but want to sell it for a different price, you can add a price line; a set of products with a different
price and refer to that price in other parts of the KUARIO payment system.

A default price line will be created automatically for the Site containing all inherited items with their recommended prices.
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User Interface

Reports
Reports are documents that presents information in an organized format for a specific audience and purpose. The reports
currently available in KUARIO are  'Turnover', 'Finances' and 'Clearing' that show the outcome of the activities on a Site.
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User Interface

Memberships
Memberships are groups  that a user can be a member of and that may give that user extra rights or options.

Memberships can be used to grant exclusive access to an Outlet, provide a deduction of the product price or make it possible
for the members to use KUARIO as payment source, or lastly to use invoices in stead of direct payments.

 Note: To let KUARIO to be used as an external payment source for a third-party application you will need KUARIO
Gateway.

Users
Users do not need to be created, they can create themselves. Before you can be a manager you must be registered as a user.
A user-to-be needs to use the KUARIO app or go to the KUARIO app page (https://login.kuario.com/index.html) and click
register. After the information has been provided an confirmation email will be sent to the registered address. In this manual
we only treat the way to register on the site, but the method on the app is quite similar.

 Note: To download the KUARIO app go to: https://kuario.com/

Prerequisites:
§ None

Where
§ KUARIO app page (https://login.kuario.com/index.html)).

https://login.kuario.com/index.html
https://kuario.com/
https://login.kuario.com/index.html
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Users
Create User
1. Go to the KUARIO app page (https://login.kuario.com/index.html)).

2. Click 'Register New Account'.

https://login.kuario.com/index.html
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Users
3. Fill in the information.

4. Click 'Register New Account'.

5. You will receive an email to confirm your account.
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Register as Prime Manager

Register as Prime Manager
The Prime Manager is a manager that has the right to appoint other mangers within the Site-tree of his organisation. To
register as Prime Manager yourself, you must be a KUARIO user and be registered via an email request by a person known by
the KUARIO organisation.

Prerequisites:
§ Registered as KUARIO user
§ Your organisation does not have a prime KUARIO manager yet
§ The person sending the Prime Manager request is known by the KUARIO organisation.
§ Prime Site name should be known

Register Manager
Send an email to sales@KUARIO.com requesting to be registered as the prime manager for your organisation, include the
email address that should be linked to that account.
The prime Site will be registered also in this process. So please also include the name of the prime Site in the email.

Prime Site
The prime Site is the first Site registered by your organisation with KUARIO. It is the top or root Site in your Site tree, all of your
other Sites will be created (directly or further down) under it.

Register a Manager to a Site
Site Managers or Managers for short are KUARIO users that have control over the Prices, Products, Templates and Outlets in
their Site and the Sites below. To add a manager to a Site simply add his email address in the manager field. A KUARIO
manager must be a KUARIO user and must be an appointed manager by the KUARIO organisation. The Prime Manager is able
to send an email request beforehand, requesting certain users to be made manager.

Prerequisites:
§ Manager-to-be must be a KUARIO user
§ Manager-to-be's email address (as in his or her KUARIO Account) must be known
§ You must be a registered user that has been appointed 'Manager' by KUARIO. (When you have do not have the correct

rights, let your Prime Manager send an email request to sales@KUARIO.com).

Where
§ Menu bar - Current Site
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Register a Manager to a Site
Register Manager
1.  Click on the edit ' ' symbol, next to the Site that you need to assign a manager to.

The first step of the Site edit process, 'Info' will open.
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Register a Manager to a Site
2. Edit the Site name (optionally).

3. Click ' '.

4. Edit the manager's email address. The email address is the link to the manager's account in KUARIO.
5. Click   to add the manager's email address.

 

6. Click the manager checkbox to make this person a Site manager ('Manager') and check the 'service-app' box to make him
a service manager ('Service-app'). One person can have both roles.

Service Managers are KUARIO users that have the right to use the service part of the KUARIO app. The service part of the app
is meant for field service engineers only. As a field service engineer you are responsible for the connection of the Devices
(MFP) and KUARIO Pay Boxes to the Outlets created in the KUARIO Manager.

7. Click ' '.
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Sites

Sites
A Site in KUARIO is an abstract place in which Outlets can be created. A Site has a name, a currency, time zone, default and
extra languages, and a manager.
The manager can add Products that can be sold at the Site in the Outlets. Outlets must be created to be able sell those
products.

Prerequisites:
§ Manager must have rights to add to parent Site
§ Site name must be known
§ Site currency must be known
§ Site time zone must be known
§ Default and optionally extra languages must be known
§ Email address of the new Site's manager must be known

Where
§ Menu bar - Current Site

Create (Sub-)Site (a new Site under an existing Site)
1.  Select the parent Site that the new Site should be assigned to.
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Sites
2. Click on the  ('+ Add') in the bottom of the Sites window.
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Sites
3. Add the Site name.
4. Add the Currency.
5. Add the VAT.
6. Add the Time Zone.
7. Add the default language.

8. Click ' '.

9. (Optionally) Add the Extra Languages.

10. Click ' '.
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Sites

11. Add the manager's email address. The email address is the link to the manager's account in KUARIO.

12. Click ' '.

13. In the 'Sites' menu, the newly created Site is now available.
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Products

Create Products
In the Products module you can see the list of all the products and also may add a Product. Products are either physical items
or services sold at the Outlets. A product can have a fixed price or an open price. It can also have a certain VAT attached to it.
For bar code scanners a 'Product identifier' should be added, this should be the code that the bar code should resolve to. The
price of an item is the recommended price, the actual price is determined by the price line.

A product can also be edited at a later time, for instance to edit the recommended price.

 Note: definition VAT
V.A.T. is Value Added Tax. The available VAT values are determined by the site's country value. You should be able to access
to VAT values available in the country of your Site. If the values are not (or not all) available or if they have the wrong value
please contact support@KUARIO.com

 Note: definition Open Price
An open price is a price that is determined at the point-of-sale instead of pre-determined. Examples of this would be a 'Soup
of the day' product that because of the ingredients has another cost price each day and is therefore priced accordingly each
day. It could also be a range of products that you do not want to specify or a service that takes a different amount of time.
When setting an open price, the price will be determined at the moment of sale, not before.

Prerequisites:
§ Know the name of the Product to be
§ Know the currency of the Product
§ Know the price of the Product
§ (optional) Know the identifier (or bar code) of the Product

Where
§ Menu - Products
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Products
Create Products
1. Go to 'Products'.
2. Click on the  ('+ Add') in the top-right corner.
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Products
3. Name the product (or service)
4. Set the (recommended) price.

5. (Optionally) Enter the item identifier. Preferably a bar code value, so the item can be scanned.

6. Click ' '.
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Products

Edit Products
1. Go to 'Products'.
2. Click the Product you need to edit.
3. Follow steps 3 - 6 of 'Create Products'.

Best practices:
§ The name of the product is also the display name, so make sure it is a good representation of the product and can easily be

expanded with similar product names.
§ Mind also the length of the product name so it will fit on the terminal display.

Prices
In 'Prices' you can add a new price line. All products have already a default or recommended price, the price they got when
they where created. A product can also be created on a higher site level that you may have no access to. In cases where you
deliver the same product but want to sell it for a different price, you can add a price line; a set of products with a different
price and refer to that price in other parts of the KUARIO payment system.

A default price line will be created automatically for the Site containing all inherited items with their recommended prices.

Prerequisites:
§ One or more Products must exist

Where
§ Main Menu\Price lines
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Prices
Create Price Line
1. Go to Price lines.
2. Click on the  ('+ Add') in the top-right corner.
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Prices
3. Set the name of the price line.

4. Click ' '.Add Items for this price line.

5. Edit Item prices according to the goal of this price line.
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Prices

6.   (Optionally) Click 'Advanced wizard' to edit 'Open Price' and 'VAT' values.

 Note: definition VAT:
V.A.T. is Value Added Tax. The available VAT values are determined by the site's country value. You should be able to access
to VAT values available in the country of your Site. If the values are not (or not all) available or if they have the wrong value
please contact support@KUARIO.com

 Note: definition Open Price:
An open price is a price that is determined at the point-of-sale instead of pre-determined. Examples of this would be a 'Soup
of the day' product that because of the ingredients has another cost price each day and is therefore priced accordingly each
day. It could also be a range of products that you do not want to specify or a service that takes a different amount of time.
When setting an open price, the price will be determined at the moment of sale, not before.
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Prices

7. Click ' '.

Edit Price Line
1. Go to Price lines.
2. Click the price line you need to edit.
3. Follow steps 3-7 of 'Create Price Line'.

 Note: Prices in an existing Price Line can be overwritten! These new prices are only locally part of this Price Line, that is;
on your Site and the Sites below. These overwritten price are indicated with a blue exclamation mark.
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Outlets

Outlets
In the Outlets module you can see the Outlets. An Outlets is an abstract single spot from where you can sell or just distribute
products or services. Outlets can have two types of Terminals, an Order Terminal or an Payment Terminal. Each Outlet can
only hold at maximum one type of terminal (for example: an order terminal and a payment terminal |  an order terminal | no
terminals). So a Site with two MFP's, three vending machine's and a Pay Point holds (at least) 6 Outlets, no matter how
physically close these are to each other.

An end-user would use an Outlet to buy a product, load credit to his or her account, pay a previously placed order or just
register the consummation of a product or service.

 Note: It is possible to add an Order Terminal or a Payment Terminal to certain types of Outlets in the manager, however
the KUARIO app service module was created especially for this purpose. It will enable you to quickly scan a QR code
belonging to the terminal and add that terminal to the selected Outlet. So please make it easy on yourself and use the
service module in the KUARIO mobile app: Android | Apple

Prerequisites:
§ The Site that this Outlet should belong to should be known
§ The Outlet name should be known

Where
§ Menu - Outlet

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.skuario.app&hl=en_US
https://apps.apple.com/nl/app/kuario/id1276585367
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Outlets
Create Outlet
1. Go to Outlets.
2. Click on the  ('+ Add') in the top-right corner.

3. Choose an Outlet Type:
a. Cash Register -> Go to step 4.
b. MFP -> Go to step 11.
c. Vending Machine -> Go to step 18.
d. Pay Point -> Go to step 25.
e. Click Interface -> Go to step 32.
f. Card Connector -> Go to step 39.
g. Timer -> Go to step 46.
h. Coin Validator -> Go to step 51.
i. Gateway -> Go to step 56.
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Outlets
Cash Register
A 'Cash Register Outlet' is an outlet that has 1 Order terminal and is compatible with Basic and 'Cash Register' templates.
4. Choose an Outlet name.
5. Check that the Outlet is active (if it should be).
6. Select 'Cash Register'.
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Outlets
7. (Optionally) Assign Order Terminal, Check 'order-terminal'.

a. Enter the Device address.
b. Enter the Device name.
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Outlets
8. Select the template for this Outlet.
9. Select the price line for this Outlet.

10. Click ' '.
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Outlets
MFP
An MFP Outlet is an outlet that is compatible with Basic and MFP Templates. It can have an Order Terminal, a Payment
Terminal, or both an Order terminal and a Payment Terminal.
11. Choose an Outlet name.
12. Check that the Outlet is active (if it should be).
13. Select 'MFP'.
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Outlets
14. (Optionally) Assign Order Terminal, Check 'order-terminal'.

a. Enter the Device address.
b. Enter the Device name.
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Outlets
15. Select the template for this Outlet.
16. Select the price line for this Outlet.

17. Click ' '.
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Outlets
Vending Machine
A Vending Machine Outlet is compatible with Basic and Vending Machine templates. It can have an Order Terminal.
18. Choose an Outlet name.
19. Check that the Outlet is active (if it should be).
20. Select 'Vending Machine'.
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Outlets
21. (Optionally) Assign Order Terminal, Check 'order-terminal'.

a. Enter the Device address.
b. Enter the Device name.
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Outlets
22. Select the template for this Outlet.
23. Select the price line for this Outlet.

24. Click ' '.
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Outlets
Pay Point
25. Choose an Outlet name.
26. Check that the Outlet is active (if it should be).
27. Select 'Pay Point.
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Outlets
28. (Optionally) Assign Order Terminal, Check 'order-terminal'.

a. Enter the Device address.
b. Enter the Device name.
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Outlets
29. Select the template for this Outlet.
30. Select the price line for this Outlet.

31. Click ' '.
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Outlets
Click Interface
32. Choose an Outlet name.
33. Check that the Outlet is active (if it should be).
34. Select 'Click Interface'.
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Outlets
35. (Optionally) Assign Order Terminal, Check 'order-terminal'.

a. Enter the Device address.
b. Enter the Device name.
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Outlets
36. Select the template for this Outlet.
37. Select the price line for this Outlet.

38. Click ' '.
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Outlets
Card Connector
39. Choose an Outlet name.
40. Check that the Outlet is active (if it should be).
41. Select 'Card Connector'.
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Outlets
42. (Optionally) Assign Order Terminal, Check 'order-terminal'.

a. Enter the Device address.
b. Enter the Device name.
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Outlets
43. Select the template for this Outlet.
44. Select the price line for this Outlet.

45. Click ' '.
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Outlets
Timer
46. Choose an Outlet name.
47. Check that the Outlet is active (if it should be).
48. Select 'Timer'.
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Outlets
49. (Optionally) Assign Order Terminal, Check 'order-terminal'.

a. Enter the Device address.
b. Enter the Device name.

50. Click ' '.
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Outlets
Coin Validator
51. Choose an Outlet name.
52. Check that the Outlet is active (if it should be).
53. Select 'Coin Validator'.
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Outlets
54. (Optionally) Assign Order Terminal, Check 'order-terminal'.

a. Enter the Device address.
b. Enter the Device name.

55. Click ' '.
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Outlets
Gateway
56. Choose an Outlet name.
57. Check that the Outlet is active (if it should be).
58. Select 'Gateway'.
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Outlets
59. (Optionally) Assign Order Terminal, Check 'order-terminal'.

a. Enter the Device address.
b. Enter the Device name.

60.Click ' '.

Finish
61. The Outlet should now be shown in the list of Outlets.
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Templates

Templates
Templates determine which products are sold. Templates have different Template Types, the default type is 'Basic', other
types are 'Cash Register', 'MFP', 'Vending Machine', 'Pay Point'. Each template other than 'Basic', has input features specific to
its type. A 'Cash Register' template for example has 'Tabsheets"; a tab sheet is a sheet with product buttons as they would be
displayed on the cash register as one of the product pages.

Using Templates you can restrict the number of sold items.

Prerequisites:
§ Product(s)
§ Outlet(s) (Optional)

Where
§ Main Menu\Templates
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Templates
Create Template
1. Click on the  ('+ Add') in the top-right corner.

2. Pick the template type (Basic, Cash Register, MFP, Pay Point or Vending Machine) this template can be used for (one type
possible per template).

3. Choose an Outlet Type:
a. Basic -> Go to step 4.
b. Cash Register -> Go to step 8.
c. MFP -> Go to step 16.
d. Pay Point -> Go to step 20.
e. Vending Machine -> Go to step 24.
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Templates

Basic
4. Click ' '.

5. Tick the items that are to be sold in using this template.

6. Click ' '.
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Templates

7. Click ' '.
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Templates

Cash Register
8. Click ' '.
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Templates
9. Tick the items that are to be sold in using this template.

10. Click ' '.
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Templates
11. Create a new Tab Sheet.
12. Name the Tab Sheet en click OK.
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Templates
13. Click that name in the Tab sheet bar.
14. Select products on the Tab Sheet.

15. Click ' '.
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Templates

MFP
16. Click ' '.
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Templates
17. Tick the items that are to be sold in using this template.

18. Click ' '.

19. Click ' '.
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Templates

Pay Point
20. Click ' '.
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Templates
21. Tick the items that are to be sold in using this template.

22. Click ' '.

23. Click ' '.
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Templates

Vending Machine
24. Click ' '.
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Templates
25. Tick the items that are to be sold in using this template.

26. Click ' '.

27. Click ' '.
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Reports

Reports
Reports are documents that presents information in an organized format for a specific audience and purpose. The reports
currently available in KUARIO are  'Turnover', 'Finances' and 'Clearing' that show the outcome of the activities on a Site.

Prerequisites:
§ Transactions made in the report period.

Where
§ Main Menu\Reports

Reports
In this version of KUARIO three reports are available:
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Reports
Turnover
The turnover report shows the turnover of the Outlets per product.

Finances
The finances report shows the Outlets per Payment Method.
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Reports
Clearing
The clearing report shows the 'Mobile' and 'Debit & Credit-card' payments minus the 'Transaction costs' over a certain period
in time.
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Memberships

Memberships
Memberships are groups  that a user can be a member of and that may give that user extra rights or options.

Memberships can be used to grant exclusive access to an Outlet, provide a deduction of the product price or make it possible
for the members to use KUARIO as payment source, or lastly to use invoices in stead of direct payments.

 Note: To let KUARIO to be used as an external payment source for a third-party application you will need KUARIO
Gateway.

Prerequisites:
§ None.

Where
§ Main Menu\Memberships

Add Membership
1. Add a Membership, click  ('+ Add').
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Memberships
2. Name the Membership.
3. Check the box if you want to allow invoicing (by default it should remain unchecked as you would not) want to allow

invoicing).

 Note: With invoicing your users will to not pay directly, rather their transactions are stored and the Merchant will be
responsible to charge these costs to the user.

4. If the members may enjoy a generic (over all available products) deduction you can enter the deduction percentage here.

5. Click ' '.

6. KUARIO Email message, select the language for our default message. Or create your custom message yourself.

7. Click ' '.
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Memberships

Enter Users directly in the KUARIO Manager
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Memberships
8. Add members to your membership by adding the email address that they also use for their KUARIO Account. Confirm with

the ' ' Plus or 'Add item' button

 Note: When you are using a KUARIO Gateway the check box 'Gateway' should be ticked and the user must get a unique
external identifier, namely the external application's user identifier of this user. 

 Note: Refer to the KUARIO Gateway manual for your application for more information about this.

 

9. Another method to insert members is the *.csv import method, explained in the next section.
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Memberships
Import via CSV
10. Click the 'Import CSV' button.

 

To Import a CSV file via the manager it should be formatted like this:
externalIdentifier;email;externalIdentifierDescription;addExternalIdentifier;mutation;

startDateTime(yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm);endDateTime(yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm);status

Gerald Green;g.green@mysite.com;name;0;add;2021-05-01T00:01;2025-05-01T00:01;active
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11. The example above creates a member identified with email address 'g.green@mysite.com', with an external identifier
'Gerald Green', a description 'name'. The external Identifier will be added in the member information, even though
'addExternalIdentifier' is set to false! The member is not allowed to use KUARIO Gateway, because 'addExternalIdentifier'
is set to 0.

 Note: If 'addExternalIdentifier' is set to 0 the 'externalIdentifier' string will still be added to the member information.
However the member is not allowed to use KUARIO Gateway. That means that that user can not use KUARIO as an external
payment system, (because it must be linked via his 'externalIdentifier'), through a third party application, using KUARIO
Gateway.

 Note: Refer to the KUARIO Gateway manual for your application for more information about this.

mailto:g.green@mysite.com'
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12.  Select your CSV file and click 'Open'.

13. The members should now be added to your membership.
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Completing creating a new Membership
14. When you have added the members, it is possible to also add external identifier. An external identifier can be used to

create a subgroup of users in you membership. In the example below two groups are created one has the external ID '50',
the other group has the ID '150'. These ID's combined with the membership ID may be exported to external administrative
systems, showing the usage of certain groups without showing their email addresses, thus complying to privacy concerns.

 Note:This usage of the external identifier for grouping can not be used if you are also using a Gateway. In those cases
the external identifier must be used to link to external User ID.
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15. When a *.csv is imported using the startDateTime(yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm), endDateTime(yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm) or status field,

then these fields can also be edited for other members..
16. Tick the check box if you are using KUARIO Gateway, in this case the external identifier must be exactly the same as the

user's ID in the external system connected with KUARIO Gateway.
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17. When you need to edit the member period, the member period dialogue will show. Here the start and end of a period can

be determined. 
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18. Click ' ' to save the Membership.
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Set exclusive access to an Outlet
19.  Go to Outlets.
20. Select an Outlet that you want the Membership to have exclusive access to.
21. Tick the box 'Is this Outlet private?'. A pop-up selection list will appear.
22. Select the appropriate Membership(s) from that list.

23. Make sure the box is checked, click ' '.
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24. Click ' '.
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25. Click ' ' to save the Outlet Settings.

 

26. The Outlet can now only be used by members of the Membership(s) you selected for it. Other users cannot use it.
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